Altec JEMS® (Jobsite Energy Management System) is an integrated plug-in hybrid system that uses stored electrical energy to power the aerial device, hydraulic tools, exportable power, and engine-off cab comfort. JEMS systems comply with Edison Electrical Institute's Transportation Electrification initiative and other incentives.

**BENEFITS**
- Eliminates Job Site Idle Time
- Reduces Fuel Consumption
- Lessens Noise Pollution
- Decreases Carbon Footprint
- Lowers Maintenance Costs
- Safer, Healthier Work Environment
- Complies with Anti-Idle Regulations
- Eliminates Job Site Idle Time
- Reduces Fuel Consumption
- Lessens Noise Pollution
- Decreases Carbon Footprint

**ALTEC JEMS 2 SERIES - TELESCOPIC ARTICULATING AERIAL DEVICE**
- JEMS 2A for Work Trucks Or Aerials Without ePTO
- Lightweight Lithium Ion Energy Storage
- Optional Engine-Off Integrated Cab Heating System
- Integral Safety Interlocks
- 110 VAC 2000 W Pure Sine Export Power

*Available on AT200 and AT235/7 Models

**ALTEC JEMS 4 SERIES - TELESCOPIC ARTICULATING AERIAL DEVICE**
- JEMS 4A for Work Trucks Or Aerials Without ePTO
- JEMS 4E4 Includes a 4kW ePTO & Hydraulic Pump*
- Energy Storage, ~4 kWh Capacity, Lightweight Lithium Ion
- Engine-Off Integrated Cab Comfort System
- Integral Safety Interlocks
- Optional 110 VAC Pure Sine Wave Export Power Up To 3000 W

*Available on AT3xG and AT40G Models

**ALTEC JEMS 12E8 - MATERIAL HANDLING AERIAL DEVICE**
- Energy Storage, ~12 kWh Capacity, Lightweight Lithium Ion
- Engine-off Integrated Cab Comfort System
- Includes ePTO & Hydraulic Pump*
- Integral Safety Interlocks
- 110 VAC 2800 W Pure Sine Export Power

*Available on TA50/55/60 Models

**ALTEC JEMS 1820/18E20* - OVERCENTER MATERIAL HANDLING AERIAL DEVICE**
- Energy Storage, 18.3 kWh Capacity, Light weight Lithium Ion
- Includes ePTO & Hydraulic Pump*
- Integral Safety Interlocks
- 110 VAC 4000 W Pure Sine Export Power
- JEMS 18E20 Includes Automatic Idle Mitigation & Engine-Off Integrated Cab Comfort System

*Available on AM, AME and TA Models

For more complete information on Altec products and services, visit us on the web at www.altec.com. Material and specifications are subject to change without notice. Featured units in photos may include optional features. Please contact an Altec representative for all available options. Altec® and the Altec logo are registered trademarks of Altec Inc. in the United States and various other countries and may not be used without permission.
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